Technical Data Sheet
PURSUIT

Dimensions - Pursuit 1200 Wall Coloumn
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Diagrams not to scale
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Solid Surface
Solid surface. what is it?
-A homogenous compound mixture of polyester and aluminium trihydrate.
-Aluminium trihydrate is derived from a natural Bauxite ore
-Moulded, vacuum treated and then finished by hand to create a perfectly
smooth matt finish which is highly dimensionally accurate.
-Fully tested:
-Point impacts (255g ball dropped from 610mm)
-Stain resistant
-Colourfast
-Temperature resistance
-Can be sanded and refinished should any stains occur due to misuse.
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Low Profile Trap
Low profile trap required for use with Pursuit
Supplied by Wirquin
Can be used flat or bent down to join plumbing
Operates using syphoning action to create air trap
Testing
1000000 Cycle testing
Thermal shocking 15mn at 95°C then 10mn at 20°C
Passing of standard water testing elements

FAQ’s
Q. Are any components shared?
A. -Hangers for column and runners on units are new
-Column glass shelf supports same as Vista
-WM unit hangers are the same as Vista, Cypher, Moment
Q. Are the worktops pre-drilled?
A. No. These can be cut using standard woodmaking tools
Q. Are the handles pre-drilled?
A. Yes and they are pre-ﬁtted.
Q. I cannot do vertical adjustment on column hangers
A. Remove the column from the wall loosen hangers from the back. Mount back on brackets and adjust.
Q. How do you reverse the door on the column?
A. Turn the column upside-down. There are hangers on the top and bottom.
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